
ISLA Working Group Summary
The exciting science to be enabled by FRIB+ReA+ISLA continues to animate the working group.
The next step in the refinement of the science case for ISLA is the discussion of specific experiments, both to exemplify the unique 
opportunities offered and to serve as benchmark experiments during the design and optimization process. 

Proposed experiments were presented in brief contributions by members of the working group:
➔ GODDESS+ISLA: Informing neutron capture near r-process path - J. Cizewski (presented by A. Ratkiewicz)

Inform neutron capture rates near the N=82 shell closure via (d,p) experiments near 132Sn. 
➔ r-Process: experiments with ISLA - A. Estrade

Actinide production, fission endpoint, β-decay and mass measurements
➔ Transfer reactions for (p,ɣ) with ISLA - S. Pain

(d,pɣ) to inform (p,ɣ) reactions with ORRUBA/GODDESS and GRETA, (d,n) reactions for (p,ɣ) with ODeSA
➔ Studies near doubly-magic 100Sn and a LISE++ model of ISLA for experimenters - D. Bazin

Contact D. Bazin for the LISE++ ISLA model
➔ A gas jet target for ISLA - K.A. Chipps

Coulex, fusion evaporation, capture, transfer; e.g. 156Nd(d,p)157Nd for rare earth peak and 56Ni(3He,d)57Cu for rp waiting point

Additional contributions will be solicited from the community 
for an update of the ISLA whitepaper for the 2020 LECM



ISLA Working Group Summary
ISLA designs have advanced to near performance goals

➔ Refined dipole design since the last LECM for increased field shape consistency across 
excitation. Mechanical study of dipole design started and to continue in fall 2019 

➔ Need for tunable quadrupoles evaluated; preliminary design of rectangular aperture, 
“Panofsky,” type quadrupoles completed, including fabrication study

➔ Mass resolving powers achieved in detailed simulations for most current test cases with 
slight dipole field modification.

➔ Corrections from particle tracking are not yet included and will further improve Rmass for 
all cases.

ISLA project 2019-2020:
➔ Establish baseline experimental cases for detailed simulation as part of ISLA design
➔ Iterate dipole design and integrate preliminary mechanical design features
➔ Refine correction coil needs with latest dipole design
➔ Simulate specific proposed experimental cases in detailed Monte Carlo ISLA model
➔ Fully updated ISLA Whitepaper

Want to get involved? Join the working group!
Email Matt Amthor at m.amthor@bucknell.edu or Daniel Bazin at bazin@nscl.msu.edu 

J. Chen - FRIB

A. Comsa - FRIB
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